
Consultation responses for the proposed changes in East Dene and surrounding areas

Response ID Service 26 Service 

113

Service 

114

Service 

115

Service 

116

Service 

208

Service 

X1/X10

Service 

X78

Other Other Service Feedback 26 Feedback 113 Feedback 114 Feedback 115 Feedback 116 Feedback 208 Feedback X1/X10 Feedback X78 Feedback Other General feedback

11 X78 this service should be a double decked service as it picks up lots of people 

in the morning. Also returning from Sheffield, recently many people are 

forced to stand up due to single deck buses put on in rush hour. The 

service doesn't run to the timetable provided and is often late or doesn't 

show up at all

Leave the 115 as it is - people are fed up with changes that are implemented, then returned back to 

what is was before at a later stage 

12 114 115 Longer journey times around the houses. Longer journey times around the houses. Surely just a frequency cut to 

match the new 116 could be achieved?

Keep and maintain the current 111/112 services.

13 208 Who will this be operated by?

16 114 It does not run to time and First cancel them with frequent ease without 

letting customers know.

Please request and press the operator provides both bus and driver for any proposed route and time 

change.

26 115 116 X1/X10 X78 Is this replacing the old 114? This wasn't clear  Will this be running every 10 mins or later? It would be better if possible if 

busses we're running every 10 mins around east herringthrope 

It says x10 will serve parts of Herringthrope but it's not clear about the 

route. 

Will this still be the same during rush hour services? Or will it run longer 

than 12-15 mins?

As bus services 111/112 are being axed does this mean there won't be any busses serving Cambridge 

street and middle lane?  Does this also mean no busses are being served for specifically the East Dene 

and Clifton (Middle Lane down Clifton school) area? If there is how frequent as I didn't think this was 

clear. Serving the Clifton area was quite frequent depending on the time. If possible can this made 

frequent to every 10 mins Monday-Friday?

27 114 Is there any possibility of seeing a more detailed route for the proposed 

changes to the 114 as the map provided as part of the consultation 

doesn't appear to be to scale and makes it very difficult to see exactly 

which roads the service will be running along.  By combining the 111/112 

in to the new 114 route, I hope that the service will be much more 

punctual than it currently is, as often myself and other 114 users have to 

walk down to the current 111/112 stops to catch one of those buses. 

Many times we have waited for 114 buses that just don't turn up. I don't 

catch that many buses but the 114 route is probably the worst for buses 

missing and not turning up, often with no valid reasons provided when 

customer services or First are asked where the buses are.  With these 

new changes, the 111/112 services will no longer be available as an 

alternative and there is also the possibility with the new schedule that 

with so few buses running each hour on the new revised route, as it 

combines 111/112/114 the buses will become much fuller with the 

possibility of commuters later in the route  not being able to board the 

bus as there is no room, unless it is guaranteed that a double-decker bus 

will operate on the route.

Just as previously asked for, a more detailed route for the new proposed 114 and where the stops are 

likely to be.

28 26 114 115 116 208 X1/X10 X78 Nice to see a cross-town link to Parkgate, by interworking with the 22. Changes had to come - the East Dene and Herringthorpe routes are long-

established and demands have changed considerably.  Effectively a 

merger of the Tennyson Road services and the Dovedale Road route.  

Appears to inter-work cross-town with the 138 to Kimberworth Park - 

requiring 3 buses across the 2 routes, each on a 90-minute cycle time.

Effectively a merger of the Far Lane services and the East Herringthorpe 

115.  Two buses providing a 20-minute frequency on a 40-minute cycle 

each.

Good to see this route maintained. Looks like Wigmore's old route making a comeback! Hope the brand can be maintained.  Two routes will make it less simple to 

sell. In Herringthorpe the X10 will serve MIDDLE LANE SOUTH, not Moor 

Lane South as stated!

Good to see this service strengthened again. Routes like this should be 

branded strongly and pushed to the customer.

A need to rationalise has been apparent for some time in the East Dene and Herringthorpe areas. Try 

to keep the X1/X10 as a strong, fast, brand.

30 114 115 Other - Write In 111/112 Disgusted to see this service downgraded and re-routed to cover sections 

of the 111/112 around the East Dene area. Will just put people off the 

bus service.

Disgusted to see this service downgraded and re-routed to cover sections 

of the 111/112 around the East Dene area. Will just put people off the 

bus service.

The 111/112 should remain as they are now, and like they have been for 

over 50 years. If it isn't broke, why fix it!?

As mentioned the 111/112/114/115 services should remain as they are at present. The 116 change is a 

good idea, providing different links to the X78 so East Dene/Doncaster Road can be served with a link 

to Dalton and Thyrbergh for schools/doctors etc.  Another point is the X1/X10 change is absolutely 

ridiculous. The X1 should remain as it is now, like the 114 along Middle Lane South/Badsley Moor 

Lane. The X1 needs to run fully through to Sheffield and be promoted more / have a more realistic 

timetable due to the traffic congestion through Attercliffe and Meadowhall.

32 114 This is a service that is often late and one that a bus often misses on 

(even before the 'bus station' move).  Any changes to the route will not 

be for the better

35 114 I think it will work but according to the new timetable the buses will be 

every 30 minutes. The trouble is, the buses very frequently don't turn up 

so we're left waiting for the next in the hope that one turns up. A lot of 

pensioners catch the bus at, Chaucer Road/Browning Road. There is no 

bus shelter for us and when you're waiting in the rain, wind and snow 

without shelter, waiting for a bus that doesn't arrive, it's not very nice, the 

cold wind and weather can be fatal for the elderly. Put a shelter up or let 

us have buses that turn up.

I'm ok with the arrangement.

37 115 Can't make any sense of it Can't understand which way the 115 will be going There are not enough bus stops mentioned 

especially between far lane top and the crematorium 

38 114 115 The map is not very detailed the streets should have been named.we 

have gone from 4 buses to 3 an hour but then they still missed out , many 

bus users missed their important appointments, also being late for 

work.the proposal of one bus every 30 minutes is unrealistic because the 

estate has not got any other service to use without a very long walk.also 

changing the route means a longer bus journey, also if a bus gets full or 

breaks down we have even longer to wait, it will take it to one an hour. i 

do not agree with the proposed changes i feel it will increase bus fares for 

many passengers along with many not having a bus service without a long 

walk,  will not be providing the elderly a service on longfellow driveI think 

the service should stay the same making sure that the bus does turn 

up,the service route has been running well for many years,but  the 

service  timetables need to be looked at deeply.

The service has been doing the same route since the 1960's and should 

not be changed, changing the route would many people that live on 

Houndsfield Road, Creswick this part of the estate does serve many 

people , if it does not go up i have concerns that my elderly father would 

not be able to walk up or down the hill to get on and off the bus and he 

would struggle to carry shopping, it would take his independance away 

forcing him to use taxi sevices, along with other elderly people and in bad 

weather he would not be able to go up or down the hill walking. I do not 

agree with the proposed changes.

I do not agree with the proposed changes. these service routes that are in place now have been this 

way for many years. the timetables providing 3 an hour are okay providing they do turn up.

39 X78 Could use extra vehicles at peak times, 8-10am/4-6pm as a lot of students 

use this for transport which can cause delays to other users due to 

volume.

40 Other - Write In 111, 112 I don't think that these services should be cancelled. They could cancel 1 of the services and instead of 

the buses going 4 an hour that they should only go 2 times. 

43 114 This service is poor enough without making any changes to both route 

and reducing times

47 114 115 This service is not suitable for elderly or disabled people. It is very 

confusing and also most of far lane and east dene are elderly especially 

on the lanes. The current bus service 112 and 111 work for them.   If the 

bus route and services do change then the services need to be every 10 to 

15 mins. Because of people who have appointments to get to 

It's bad enough at the moment with the busses missing. And jumps. With out the changes making it 

even worse. 

48 X1/X10 It is good that the service is now going to through to sheffield and 

meadowhall from maltby.

49 114 I am not happy at all. Unless I am reading this wrong the 114 will pick 

students up from St Bernards and at some point stop near Clifton School! 

I do not want my son to be bumping into Clifton kids on his way home 

from school. He will now have to walk from school. If the bus mixes kids 

from two schools you are asking for trouble.

Jus

50 114 If I have read this correctly St Bernards students will get on this bus and at 

some point the bus will stop on Middle Lane where Clifton students will 

get on! Are you serious? That is just asking for trouble. My son will have 

to walk from St Bernards in future.

51 Other - Write In 111/112 not happy about you scraping east dene route 111/112 a lot of people use 111/112 and your scraping it for 115 its just going to cause a lot of waiting longer 

for people ie oap witch will not help 

55 114 What bus will provide a service to Middle Lane South/ Wordsworth Drive 

at night as the timetables do not give enough information,

58 115 We used to have the 111/112 which gave us a bus going one way or the 

other, to town, one going shorter way, other longer, every 15 mins. Now 

this 115 proposal looks now as though we will only have that one bus on 

Far Lane , does this go into Herrinthorpe, then come back round in a 

circle, so we have one each way?

Will you publish proposed timetables and times soon please

59 X1/X10 This service will on longer travel down central avenue stopping at the end 

of Green road or stopping outside the school (badsley moor) providing 

vital transport for local elderly people to town who may not be able to 

walk far 

60 X1/X10 I cannot identify the route of the X10 in Herringthorpe. I assume it is via 

Badsley Moor Lane. Not mentioned in the blurb 

Looks ok generally. Can't the X1 and X10 be diverted to the new route before the bus station Refurb is 

completed

61 114 RSS - Blind user - relies on the 114 and less buses per hour - was 4 buses 

an hour then reduced to 3 and now 2 per hour.  Still able to get to 

Rotherham but less often.

62 114 115 I believe that First intend to use Browning Road between Chaucer Road 

and Tennyson Road and it has been indicated to me that the road humps 

on this section of Browning Road may prove to be problematic to buses. 

Have the operators had a look at the routes they intend to use to ensure 

they are acceptable? €¢	Browning Road (between Chaucer Road and 

Tennyson Road) €“ has previously been used as a bus route and recently 

has been used on a regular basis for diversions for highway works.  First 

have reviewed for these and for the long term use and wish to proceed 

with using it.

I believe that First intend to use Browning Road between Chaucer Road 

and Tennyson Road and it has been indicated to me that the road humps 

on this section of Browning Road may prove to be problematic to buses. 

Have the operators had a look at the routes they intend to use to ensure 

they are acceptable? €¢	Far Lane (Herringthorpe Valley Road junction) €“ 

currently only used by the 637 twice a day and has a speed hump.  Recent 

resurfacing has improved this hump and First have reviewed for the 637 

and for the long term use and wish to proceed with using it.

64 Other - Write In as i currently use 11/12 service (park road) what bus would i use instead 

if this goes ahead

a better detailed map of the routes with the names of the roads would be more helpful

67 114 what a joke

70 114 you are missing all the estate of dovedale out,The majority of these 

people are eldery and rely on that bus.those round far lane and the other 

estates where the new route will go the majority are a lot younger and 

are able to walk that bit  further.If these changes go ahead you are 

making these people housebound. This bus service has done the same 

route for at least the last 45yrs to my knowledge. can not understand 

what is to be gained by this change.

71 116 Will they still run to the same time or will the journey take longer?

72 X78 Happy that they x78 will increase in frequency if they turn up & run to time

73 X1/X10 I appreciate that rerouting half of the X1/X10 route down Middle Lane 

and Badsley Moor Lane adds a huge catchment area to the route, so in 

principal I'm not against it.  However, for people now ONLY serviced by 

the X1, this means the frequency of service is reduced to approximately 

four per hour rather than six per hour. Given that two buses often run 

together, this means the average wait time is now 30 minutes instead of 

20 minutes, which adds risk to getting to time-critical appointments such 

as trains from Meadowhall etc. Some form of mitigation to improve 

regularity (I.e. one every 15 minutes and not two together every half 

hour) would be helpful.

74 114 The 114 service at present is not reliable.The buses onto Herringthorpe 

lane are invariably late and often do not turn up at all.During the day, if 

your journey is time critical(e.g doctors appointment or connection) the 

only way to guarantee being on time by public transport is by going for an 

earlier bus than you should need.At night when the buses are only once 

an hour I have on several occasions had to go by alternative means due 

to the 19:01 on Herringthorpe lane not turning up.On one occasion the 

last 114 bus back from town did not turn up. The unreliability of the bus 

services will force more people to abandon the buses in favour of taxi's 

and cars. This cannot be a good thing. I suspect that changes to the 114 

service will only make it worse than it already is.The longer and more 

circuitous a route is the more likelihood of delays.This has been proved to 

be the case by the number ox X1 buses one sees following each other in 

2's and 3's 

I repeat, the longer and more circuitous a bus journey is the more likelihood of delays. If a service is 

not reliable the public will not use it

79 114 I do not believe that the new route will run reliably. There is currently 

reliability issues with the route, such as buses constantly running late 

against the timetable and often missing out buses all together. By making 

the route go through East Dene, it will only get worse I believe. There will 

be delays with children accessing both Clifton and St Bernards School, and 

this will add even further delays to morning commuters like myself.

80

82 26 Not shown on this map!

83 26 113 114 115 116 X1/X10 X78 Not shown on this map! Not shown on this map! 114 is an unreliable service now. Don't extend it: it'll make it even worse. 

Replacing part of its route with X10s all the way from Maltby to Sheffield, 

would be a disaster. Leave it alone but make it run on time. 

Too many changes in East Dene. If First have got to reduce services, get 

rid of 111, increase 112 to 3 per hour, reduce 115 to 3 per hour on 

existing route, leave 114 as it is; changes to 37 are OK. 

Changes are OK The X1 is the worst service in Rotherham. Don't change it, break it up: 2 

per hour, limited stop, running along the main roads: Maltby, Rotherham, 

M'hall, Sheffield; plus a local service, 4 per hour, round Maltby estates, 

and Wellgate to Rotherham (like the old 1 and 2).

Increased frequency is good. It can replace the X1 on some journeys 

Meadowhall to Sheffield.

All of these proposals seem to be so that First can run fewer buses on less profitable routes. The bus 

network in Rotherham is getting worse: regular unreliability and reducing services. We'd be better if 

First pulled out altogether. So much for the new dawn of the Bus Partnerships.  

84 114 115 The service is currently expensive and unreliable, as First don't make 

money on this route, driver shortages normally mean this and the 34 are 

the ones to miss out. Extending the route will lower passenger numbers 

even further in my opinion. The propsed reroute includes 100mm high 

speed humps on thoses parts of Chaucer Road and Browning Road  

currently not a bus route. The others are set to 75mm for bus route 

purposes when installed in 1991/2. This will make for an 

unconfomfortable ride and potential damage to buses if riden too 

fast.These new routes are not all salted by the Council.

There is a desire for East Herringthorpe (Lausdale Road) to be accessed 

without the need to circulate the Asda Roundabout from Herringthorpe V 

Rd heading north, however this has the potential for the rear of the bus 

to be stuck out into traffic behind causing delays as the right turn bay into 

Lausdale Road is not very long.

85 X1/X10 Just checking the details, X10 replaces the 114 service for the section of 

my journey which goes up by the Clifton Museum, left onto Badsley moor 

lane past the Rotherham Rugby club, then turns right onto Middle Lane 

south and goes straight up and rejoins the X1 route. If that is the case, 

then that is fine for my journey.

86 115
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87 115 116 unsure which way its coming is it Doncaster road then usual route up 

laudsdale road then ridgeway then does it go onto herringthorpe valley 

road onto far lane back onto Doncaster road . if this is so the route is fine 

but the amount of busses missing on 115 of late not sure if it makes 

things better. we want less cancellations of buses especially in evening 

when services are less frequent

this is brilliant that this services has been reversed back onto Doncaster it 

help take pressure off 115 of recent months and gives people more 

opportunity to visit east dene working mens club from thrybergh. me 

personally it helps me get to my partner easier from the east dene area 

all said in previous boxes

95

96 114 I live in a complex with a 43 other people and since the 45 service has 

been taken off no service on Longfellow drive and to serve the people on 

this complex and so they can easily get town and back.

You are looking to increase the X1 AND X10 service but why can't you do this to around that area of 

the network and not to increase around this area. You have cut near enough a whole community off 

around to get into a back but increase services on the X1 AND x10 who already have plenty of buses.

97 114 X1/X10 Request for service X1 to Badsley Moor Lane. Request for service to serve 

Rotherham District General.

98 Other - Write In 43445 I have no idea why you want to take the 11/12 bus away, especially when disabled and old people 

have to walk further when the proposed change is coming it is utterly ridiculous.

100 114 115 116 Unclear what will happen to services that use badsley moor lane junior 

school - services 111/112 - and then on to central avenue

102 X78 The X78 has taken over the bus that served Pie st Deepdale road south st 

Thornton street - Terrace and Benney street. People have to cross 

Meadowbank road which is very busty and someone is going to get killed 

we are hopeful. A small bus could be put on the route if only to run every 

hour or so, as a lot of people have become housebound. We know it is 

difficult to get round Pie St, but there has always been  a bus on that 

route, hope you can do something for us (Rotherham).


